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t.~ 0ONTINUATION OF THtE GCENERAL .DISC^ussION. suggested that a scheme should be prepared

for pre-arranged financial assistance. SheSpeeches by Baron Yrj6-Koskinen (Finland), or prearraned fancial assistance She
AM. Ghika (Roumania), M. Pfliigl (Austria), has ofte declared that she is i favour
General Laidoner (Estonia) and M. Cosio of any action to make the sanctions of the
(Uruguay). Covenant effective. Often, too, particularly

in connection with the discussions on the
harmonising of the Covenant with the

27. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL Briand-Kellogg Pact and in connection
DISCUSSION. with the preparatory work of the Convention

on the means of preventing war, Finland
The President. - Baron Yrj6-Koskinen, has raised a point essential to international

delegate of Finland, will address the security by dral,-wing attention to the fact
Conference. that, in the spirit of the Covenant, aggression

migh1t consist not only in a formal declara-
Baron Yrjoi-Koskinen (Finland): tio of war in any form, but also as the
Translation' In offering a few short violation of the political independence and

comments, I wish first to say th:at my territorial integrity of a State, even though
Government regards with sincere interest an endeavour mail, be made to avoid the
and with a will to achieve definite results appearance and esclpe the full effects of
any proposal for the limitation and reduction wa r. The events of the last few d.ays
of armaments. This attitude is, I think, have by no mneans d(iscredited this argument
a natural one for a small country which advanced by Finland.
can never successfully ensure its ful;ure by As regards armaments in particular,
force. My Government therefore has always Finla;nd lhas always been in favour of their
been prepared to co-operate in all endeav-ours regulation by the adoption mainly and
to strengthen the organisation of the inter- palrticularly of the principle of the prohibi-
national community and to make it effective, tion of. arms of a specially aggressive cha-
within the orbit of the League, which, in rater. FinlaInd has already had the
spite of anything that may be said. regarding opportunity to take part, from the outset,
its weaknesses, is nevertheless a'n existing in the work of the Prepara[tory Commission.
and viable reality. W'e know how difficult the discussions were

Finland has a,lways been entirely and from which the present draftt Convention
sincerely inspired by the principle of peace emerged. Th.at is why we endorse the
through law, which signifies, if we expand opinion, which seems to be prevalent in
the formula, peace through the organisation this Conference, that, as a first step towards
of international co-operation. Accordingly, more effective disalrmament, the draft
Finland has always insisted that the action Convention should be taken as a basis for
of the League must be rea l; she has always our work. ¥Without desiring just now to
urged the establishment of effective guaran- enter into the technical details of the draft,
tees of ,safety. She welcomed the Geneva I wish to point out that their value will



depend in the last resort on the figares for -- its bases, its structure and its opera
reduction and limitation which each couan.t. y tion. The French. proposal gives a'definite
will for its part insert in the fut ure Conv'en- answer to these questions, particularly as
tion. In this connection, the large coun-tries regards the powers of the Council.
should set an example. There' is no need for me to enumerate

Subject to this reservation, my country the various provisions of this proposal,
urges a sincere recognition of the equaity in which, the League forms both the essential
of States, a principle which by -no means element and the prime source of action.
precludes-quite the eontrary indeed-tihe I will merely remind you that, according
possibility of taking into aecount i neq&uali.- to the vpoposalL the League 'would have
ties of fact, particularly as r:egards security. at it's disposal an international police force

In approaching thus the grave piroblem for the prevention of war and a, first con-
of security, I venture to observe, in. the tingent for the exercise of compulsion.
first place, that Finland regards as one This programme, if carried out, would
of the guarantees of security the estfablish- involve the recognition of the supreme
ment, along. the frontiers of neighbouring' power of the League and the organisation
countries, of neutral demilitasrised zones, of the world under its auspices. I mention
or, in those cases where the proximity this essential character of the scheme not
of vital centres or the existence of points with asny intention of using it as an objection
of territory indispensable for the defence to the proposals; the less so, since its
of a country does not permit; of this solution, fundan.mental idea, including more particu-
the establishment of zones within which larily that: of an international and really
the number' of military effectives will -be universal community, is aind always has
limited. Wherever such zones seem to been highly valued by the country in whose
be necessary and possible as between uame I have the honour to spealk. Though
neighbouring countries, agreements on th.e I mentition. this point, I have no desire to
subject might usefully be concluded as stress the real difference between the
corollaries to the general Convention on French proposal and the draft Convention
the Limitation and Reduction of Armaments. -- a difference which could be eliminated

Security is not always sufficiently gnar- only' after somewhat thorny and difficult
anteed by the mere fact of multiplying neg;otiations. What I cannot help feeling
international Conventions. M!ore importasnt is that an international and really universal
than the number of international acts com.munity .organised within the framework
registered with the Secret.ariat of the League of the league is scarcely a practicable
is the manner in which these acts are applied project at the present time. In a two-line
and executed. Effective international footnote, the French proposal implies that
control is therefore a necessary complement the duties which it is proposed to assign
to each general ,agreement concerning dis- to the League and particularly to the Council
armament. Consequently, my Govern- night, if need arose, be exercised by an
ment is of opinion that this Conference internmational authority " to be set up for
will achieve effective results only by giar- the J)apurpose of ensuring co-operation between
anteeing the effective operation of flhe Mitemiber and non-member States; not the
future regime by international supervision 'vagsnest in.dication is given as to the corn-
of the realisation of the reductions accepted, position of this proposed power. The dif-
of the realisation of the Iimitations fixed :ieilt probleim of a -universal organisation
and of the conscientious observance of the is just suggested, an orgaiiisation, which
restrictions and prohibitions imposed on in its functions would be essentially similar
certain methods of warfare. Such super- to the present League, though carried to
vision obviously can be exercised only a much greater degree of perfection; none
by an. organ endowed with the necessary the less, the difficulties which stand in its
powers. I am also glad to note that this way still reimain, and the problem itself
idea of supervision, suggested by certain still calls urgently for solution.
important associations such as the Inter- It is, however, essential for the successful
Parliamentary Union, has received the completion of our great, task that this
support of numerous delegations. problem should be solved.. I quite realise

In such matters, security is a question that, as has been suggested in the French
of very great importance, and Finland proposal, this solution mnay involve entrust-
welcomes the proposals put forward by the ing to -an international organ, still wider in
French delegation. While avoiding for scope than the League, certain duties in
the present any detailed examination of connection with 'the application of a Con-
those proposals, I should like to nmake a vention to be subsequently :concluded.
few comments on some of their 'more Finland is prepared to support the creation
general aspects. of such a body, in so far as it is essential

One of the chief questions before the to the success of universal disarmament;
Conference and, though to a certain extent a she is .convinced that, if only the principle,
preliminary question, one on the solution which is political in its nature, is once
of which the whole task of the Conference accepted, it will always be possible to find
depends is that of defining the part to be a formula in harmony with the Covenant.
played by the League in the general I will not examine this important . problem
economy of the work which lies before us any further; but I was anxious to- draw



your attention to it, and in conclusion here; it proves that the interests of tlhe
I will only emphasise once more the firm nations form an indivisible whole and
determination of my country to contribute demonstrates imperiously the points on
to the utmost of its ability to the successful which a better understanding may be reached.
conclusion of the work of the Conference. Consequently, Governments must devote

The Preside-nt. - MA. Ghika delegate of their attention to these economic problems
if they (,r:ie ever to emerge together,:andRoumania, will address the Conference. emerge tether amore united, from the present dilemma.

M. Ghika (Roumania): The Belgian M:inister for Foreign Affairs
Translation : When I addlesdt expressed the the other day his regret that

Assembly at its session in September last Governments have not put their hearts
year, I singled out, among all the questions into this taskl o high economic policy
dealt with in the annual report, the one but have deliberately, and far too often,
which was to be of paramount importtance followed a contrary course. And yet
in 1932 - namely, disarmanment. I stated nothing at present seems to be more urgent
briefly, but with the deepest, convNdicetion, Or useful than a joint effort in the above
the opinion so often upheld on the platformn sense if it is desired to scrap the system
a,nd in the Press by others more eloquent of bilateral commiercial Conventions, the
and better qualifiedl than myself - namely, repercussions of which on third States
that universal disarmament could never be lea t defensive counter-measures with
accomplished by a mechanical process all their train of economic reprisals engender-
expressed in a few simple figures. It could inm fnther conflicts and even war, and if it
not be measured as in the grad-uated test- i desired to conclude multilateral agree-
tubes of the chemical laboratory. The m ts to regulate niemployment and to
problem - which would demand no small revive the norm^al activity of international
effort on the part of the Governments - iLndustry and. trade.
was first and foremost how to instil confi- The Polish Minister for Forein Affairs
dence in advance, that mutual confidence has, moreover, perceived clearly that
without which, however great our desire, organised moral disarmament is a pri-
there can be no agreemelnt to shorten - not mordial condition for military disarmamnent
to say break - the swoTrd. mld he sketched out its main lines in an

I do not propose to dwell ag'ain on this excellent memorandum last September. It
g'eneral and transcendent truth. Speakiing will be admitted that that is a task of
.as an ordinary citizen of the world, and with prime necessity and that in every country
the grief which all truly peaceful minds and a sincere effort should be nade to discharge
trustful hearts must feel at the present time, it by those to whom is entrusted the
I will merely note first of all that since last education of the young - and consequently
aultumn no favourable factor - quite the the future of the nations - whether in
reverse - has arisen in the life of the nations the home or in school or in church, while
to create this feeling of confidence which is notl forgetting the influence that is exercised
so essential as a beginning to our work for by the cinema and the Press. Unfortunately,
disarmament. Why emphasise tle signs of no country appears to have pursued a
present nmistrust, which runs in some cases to methodical, comprehensive policy with a
a crabbed malevolence and of which the least view to that greater tranquillity which
that can be said is that :it is poisoning the would make it possible to contemplate
world and hangs lowering over the dis- progressive disarmamentl. Are we furthering
cussions at this Confe:rence which has the desire for peace - which is the factor
opened in the heavy atmosphere of a that governs military disarmament - by
threatening storm! I a,ddmit that each distributing through the school authorities
delegation has in turn asserted its desire text-books which are nothing more than
for peace and its people's longing for dis- a malignant denumnciation of our neighbours?
armament, but such declarations of good- The minds of children are at the moment
will lose much of their power to convince s being twisted and warped in every possible
when we compare them with popular way; twelve years after the world war,
demonstrations, held now in one country, for instance, we find with stupefaction
now in another, at which the pacific spirit that even among children's toys the little
tha.t should permeate the world is abjured painted lead soldier of the past has given
in street orat.ions or even by a vote. -way, in the catalogues, to war ambulances,

There can be nothing more desirable with hospital orderlies, stretchers and muti-
for mankind than that the memory of wars lated soldiers, h thus trnsformirg into a
should gradually fadce with time, but from fascinatilng plaything the hideous scenes
the victory of some countries over others of massacre which bled mankindi white
there ensues a de facto situation which thrlough four years of tortlre!
has been recognised by treaty and iwithin Do not, I beg you, shrug your shoulders
the bounds of which the endeavour to at these things! They are synmptoms of a
reconcile the peoples must be confined. disquieting state of mind that must be
The present disastrous economic crisis treated and cured.
throughout the world has, nevertheless, one While I am on this fundamental aind
advantage in its bearing on the great burning question of moral disarmament,
problem which has brought us together I am proud to remind you that lioumania



was the first coun.try to introd'uce in her I idea, only fit for the realms of Utopia, and.
Draft Penal Code the offence of war pro- should therefore 'be set aside as premature
paganda - the propaganda referred to in the and as bearing' no' relation to the present
Polish memorandum. My country intuends -international psychology. It is precisely
to bring her internal law into line with the because humanity is still in a stage of brutal
new international law. egoism that -we must contemplate - and

Article '229 of the DrLaf o aniaiu have - in the srviceagu of the League means
Penal Code lays down " Any person who, of compulsion to be used in the defence of
with a view to forcing the -ounmanian peace; so lmuchi the better if a hundred
State to declare a, war of aggression, incites years hence generations yet unborn, whose
public opinion to such a war by propagand.a members re irmbued with spiritual ideals of
conducted by the means indicate d in justice and zeal for mutal assistance, have
Article 138 (speeches, seditious songs, Press the good fortune to acclaim a League, whose
articles, etc.) shall be punished by ordinajry solemn warning will suffice for the mainten-
imprisonment for terms of not less than ance of peace, without tthe need for holding
two months but not exceeding one year." in reserve the threat of sanctions by force

I draw special attention to the fact that of arms.
this clause was approved, in June 1928- The criticisms levelled formerly against
that is, before t.he Briand-Klelloggc Pact an international a1rmy belonged, to the
had outlawed war and that it will come period described as " the warr moratorium ",
into force as soon as Parliament has passed to use the Anglo-Saxon terminology of
the new Penal Code. In the same spirit, (General Smuts; but to-day, since the
the i mounmanian representatives at each signa -ture of the lrriand-Kellogg Pact, -war
different conference in t-urn fhave expressed has ceased to be a legal instrument, and, in
the desire that international Conventions consequenee, the objections raised ten years
should be concluded for the u:iversal ago against an interniational army have lost
prevention and punishment of war pro. their original force.
paganda and all indi-ividual acts likely in th.e eloquent a.nd. suggestive speeches
to disturb international relations. of Sir John Simon, Mr. Gibson, and

When the League was set up by tihe _di. G-randi, as well a/s i.n that of 'Al. .l..rdieu,
Governments and ushered in upon the we ol noticed, with the keenest satisfaction,
the peoples regarded it with an al..most ce.rtai.n points of a.greement which afford
religious awe, and placed in it their highest us a mosct welcome prospect as regards the
hopes. It really seenms thai; in discussing prohibition of chemical and bacteriological
at Geneva, in. these precincts of the League, warfare and the use of bombing planes
whose Council also sits to settle disputes against open towns and. the civil population.
and watch over the observa-nce of the A.greement on this point will have the
Covenant by guaranteeing the pursnuit of inva'lu.iable advantage of providing, if only
peace, we are all in a certain state of mind in a limited sense, a, criterion by- which the
which leads us to feel that here peace is aggressor in a given case can be determined 
in her own kingdom, respected and defended a m.aJitter on. which at present ideas are still
by the whole world; but certain echoes too vague.
from afar break in upon our conseience I a,m in. augreenment with the remarks
and cause us to fear that a certain indecision is iwhich the head of the Polish delegation
hardening into inertia, un ations have made on the subject of potential war
'been allowed to deteriorate until they streng'th. This is a matter of primary
have begun to take the forum of armued imypovtance if we comiupare, on the one hand,
conflicts. Things have reached such a point the industrial equipment of States well
that the French delegation has taken up su.pl _ied with factories and the capacity
again certain old and logical proposals, and for the muass production of armamients by
through the incisive eloquence of its lea-der, the ,rapid transf-ormation of their factory
3![. Talrdieu., invites us to invest the -Leagueo equipment, and., on the other hand, the
at length with thalt force it has hitherto absence of similar resources in countries
lacked. whose low industrial output places them

The Roumnanian delegation' warnmly wel- 'under the handicap of having to procure
comes and supports this proposal, which., in fro.m beyond their frontiers the arms and
our opinion, furnishes not merely an instru- munritions required for their defence, exposes
mment for the safeguarding and., if necessary', themi to all the unecertainmties of transport
the successful re-establishmnent of peace and loads them with the burden of heavy
through the application of speedy saunctions paynmen. ts due to the weakness of their
aogainst a Covemnant-breakinlg State, but currencies.
also, and above all, a means of supplying Simmilarly, I follow the 'Danish delegation
the Covenant and. the League with the in its opinJion that some effective super-
prestige and the force which, in the last vision is indispensable and would be one
resort, will curb the lean ing to appeal to arms of 'the most valuable means of securing
andto means of aggression between States. disarmna.amen.t.

I must confess that I do not quite appre-- To the particulars concerning the position
ciate the force of certain criticisms, according of her armaments, iRoumania appended a
to which the endowment of the League jfew brief remarks to explain her situation;
with an international force is a priori an I should like to remind you that; my



country is in a special position geographically agreement between the States attending it; 
and that her armaments bear no relation for this, -we must be on our guard against
to what she requires for her security ; the working with undue haste; we must be
limitation of her future programme in careful not to press forward with schemes
this respect must be commensurate with of too radical a conception. Any progress,
the guarantees which may be given her however small, is a success and will bring
and which will depend upon the effective some relief to an uneasy world. Let the first
application of Article 10 of the Covenant, stage,: we are about to travel represent a
through the provision of speedy and effective genuine advance, one that will promise
assistance from the other Me[mbers of the well for those to be attempted in later years,
League, and the observance of the treaties for the unity of the nations in heart, or, at
and of the clauses in Part V of the treaties. least, on the basis of common interest,
Roumania will not relinquish the programme for thus and thus only can civilisation be
for the reconstruction of hert army at a s afeguar ded under the banner of peace.
normal level as strictly required for the
defence of her soil. Nevertheless, she trusts The Presidehnt. - iI. Pflfigl, delegate of
that this Conference will produce tangible Austria, will address the Conference.
results which will promote disarmament
and so enhance the security-of States. She XI. Piig91 (Austria):
will honour the pledge she gave in answer T'anslatio¢n: I have neither the eloquence
to M. Grandi's proposal for an anrmamets' of the speakers who from this platform have
truce. She will not forget that, as regards welcomed the convening of this Conference,
the budgetary question, 193 2 is a touchstone nor the authority which their ability and
for the willingness of States to disarm. That their heavy responsibilities confer on them.
being so, the T{oumaian Government feels I shall be brief, because what Austria has to
that it can take part in the work of the add to the important declarations we have
present Conference with the full measure of already heard, from representatives who
goodwill required by the common cause;, include those of the most powerful States
and with the eloquent testimony of figures in the world, can be summarised in a few
to prove the reality of that goodwill. words. 'What I am about to say expresses

Successive Roumanian Governments have, the profound and general conviction of a
over a long period of years, constantly country which most ardently desires a happy
voiced their country's desire to live in issue to our work.
friendly relations with all States near and 'We have before us definite proposals -
far; to these principles she remains firmly and no doubt there will be others - which,
attached, and she is ready to sign all even though they differ as regards their
international agreements of a general or content, can only be welcomed with great
regional character of which the object is satisfaction because they all tend to lead
to strengthen peace, and the disarmament our discussion, though perhaps 'by different
that ensues, under the protection of guar- paths, towards our common aim.
antees of mutual assistance. I may repeat My Government, while not as yet expres-
here that this last condition is essential; sing a definite opinion, and reserving its

Since we are the guests of the Swiss right to submit any proposals it may deem
Federal Government, I should like to desirable during our proceedings, feels able
remind you that these views have already at once to accept the proposals for the
been expressed in that language of clear effective and greatest possible reduction
good sense which in the history of the of the general level of armaments - a
Swiss has ever accompanied their patriotism. condition which my country regards as
Upon the conclusion of the Treaty of Arbi- essential -- for the supervision of armaments
tration and Alliance between the three by an international commission, and for
cantons of Uri, Schwytz and 'Unterwald, the abolition of aggressive armaments of all
it was provided that, "should any discord kind s, of chemical and bacteriological war-
arise between the confederates, the wise fare and bombardment from the air, and
shall intervene and settle the difference by of all preparations in peace-time which
arbitration in the manner which a ppears may lead to such warfare. It is also in favour
to them most suitable, and if either of the of complete protection for the civilian
parties should. disregard their award, the population.
other members of the Confederation -will Austria has always supported these prin-
combine against that party " That is ciples. She regards the qualitative and
the very voice of reason. quantitative reduction of armaments, toge-

I will now conclude the general survey ther with greater security, as the very
which I have taken in my capacity of foundation of future peace. She will do all
representative of Rourmania, a Member of in her power to bring nearer its still distant
the League, over the field of my country's advent. This will to peace is the contribution
interests in the defence of her territory *to your work brought by my country,
consonant with the obligations she owes to Iwhich - this is the appropriate moment to
the League, and the guarantees she receives say it -- is disarmed and defenceless in the
from it ; I should like finally to express the world.
hope that the present Conference will Our will to peace is strengthened for a
accomplish some tangible and unanimous reaso:n connected with the present world
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economic situation. Austria is one of the During the long and arduous work which is
countries which is being most sorely tried before us, the Austrian delegation will strive
by the present crisis. How can she fail to see after this first result.
in our work the road to an improvement in
all aspects of national and international life ? The President. - General Laidoner,
At the end of that long road, perhaps we delegate of Estonia, will address the
shall find more harmonious relations between Conference.
nations, the solution of the social crisis in
the resumption of production, freedom of General Laidoner (Estonia):
international trade and a, return to the Translation : The discussion that has been
prosperity that has vanished. proceeding here during the last few days

I should like to quote here a remark made has been a highly interesting one, as you
last year by the President of the United will all have observed, and numerous ideas
States of America before the International and proposals have emerged. All the
Chamber of Commerce with regard to this speakers have attacked the difficult and
Conference: ". . . of all proposals for the complex problem with which we have to
economic rehabilitation of the world, I know deal with frankness, courage and a sense of
of none which compares in necessity or realities, which are essential if this discussion
importance with the successful result of is to lead to the tangible results which
that Conference." all of us desire and which our peoples are

Can this aim be achieved, can Austria anxiously awaiting.
obtain this result through an agreement to Several specific proposals have already
reduce and limit armaments which would been tabled, and a large number of valuable
leave untouched the present legal inequality and interesting suggestions have been made
and inequality of security, of which the by my numerous predecessors on this
young Austrian Republic has been a victim platform. My object in speaking now is
since its inception ? I will not look back to not to put before you proposals of any sub-
the past and describe how the deprivation of stantial novelty. I come here as the repre-
its natural rights has hampered the develop- sentative of a small country which has
ment of this young country during recent regained its freedom after a long struggle -
years. I would venture, however, to urge and which is firmly determined to defend
that in the long run no nation could accept that freedom with all its strength, but has
such a state of affairs. Is it necessary no idea of attacking any other country.
moreover I My country would have nothing to gain by

It is difficult to believe so when we read becoming involved in a war. On the con-
Part V of the Treaty of St. Germain, which trary, we are convinced that any serious
contains the military, naval and air clauses, conflict arising even between other Powers
and compare them with Austria's position would necessarily have a pernicious effect
at the present time. When it came into being on the economic life of the world and
in 1919, conditions which taxed the self- therefore on that of Estonia. Bearing
respect of a free and democratic nation were these considerations in mind, the Estonian
imposed on the new Republic, which in the Government has always done everything
following year was to be admlitted to the in its power, and will continue to do so,
League at its first Assembly; at the time, to secure peaceful co-operation primarily
those conditions doubtless seemed necessary between its neighbours and itself. Happily,
in the interests of such security as would Estonia has succeeded in establishing
permit of the disarmament which the friendly relations with all her neighbours.
more powerful States then solemnly pro- She will be delighted to see a good under-
mised to bring about. standing reached between other countries

The experience of the past few years seems also.
to point to disproportion between the Estonia's policy as a whole has been
measures applied to Austria in preparation consistently governed by the ideas to which
for the result towards which we are all I have referred, and our only desire is to
working - general disarmament so far as is continue to work in an orderly and peaceful
possible-- and the aspirations, methods atmosphere.
and requirements - above all economic - Let me now say a few words about the
of my country. problem of disarmament and the questions

Are you going to ask us to-day, in spite that are intimately linked up with it. I
of the promises you once made, in spite of the do not propose to dwell upon questions that
legal equality of the Members of the League, have already been discussed at length by
to perpetuate in a Convention freely the distinguished speakers who have pre-
accepted the legal inequality and inequality ceded me. We shall certainly have sufficient
of security which you yourselves would time in which to return to specific questions
refuse to accept ? in greater detail in the Commissions of

Austria is hoping to find in a first Conven- this Conference. For the moment, therefore,
tion on the limitation and reduction of I shall merely offer one or two observations
armaments, to which she would be admitted which seem to me of use.
on complete equality with the other In the first place, the Estonian delegattion
contracting parties, a first step towards feels that, if the Conference is to .be a
organised peace in a rejuvenated world. success, a very clear distinct;ion murst be
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drawn between the ideal at-which we are opinion against them. To say that this is
all aiming and the practical possibilities of of no importance would be to have a singular
the moment. That, one can say in advance, misconception of the value of that opinion.
will not be easy, and a large measure of good- The Estonian delegation thinks, however,
will will be demanded of all the delegations that, in addition to possible agreements of
assembled here. The problem nmust be this kind, it is of the g-reatest importance to
approached in a liberal spirit of mutual reinforce as far as possible the means of
understanding, and such an understanding preventing war. This requires, in the first
will be easier to establish in proportion to place, a better organisation of the interna-
the fullness of our assurance that the first tional community and especially the deve-
world agreement on disarmament, even lopmient of compulsory arbitration for the
if it is no more than a first step and does settlement of disputes of any kind that may
not give complete satisfaction to everybody, arise between the Powers.
will be followed by other agreements, each Estonia has followed this policy exten-
representing a further advance towards the sivey. Sh as a the ist tate to
goal we have set before us. sign and raltify the Optional Clause of the

It is from this standpoint that the Esto- Statute of the Permanent Court of Inter-
nian delegation views the draft Convention national Justice and she has also concluded
framed by the Preparatory Commission. bilateral treaties o: conciliation and arbi-
Beyond doubt, there are omissions in the tration with numeroius countries. Further,
draft, and the solutions it offers are only she has adhered to the General Act as a
partial. But the very entry into force of a whole. All progress made towards the
Convention for the limitation and reduction idea of compulsory arbitration in mutual
of.armaments would in itself mark a memor- relations between States is hailed in my
able date in the history of international country as a new step towards a better
law and of the human race. It is only fair order in inter-Staite relations and as progress
too to recognise that the Preparatory towards a more perfect organisation of the
Commission and the League Secretariat international community, for that organisa-
have achieved an immense amount of tion, unfortunately, still has many gaps to
preparatory work, which will be of unques- be filled in.
tionable value to us in our future activities. i

Several proposals have been mnade toe p . op o. h- a ^ arbitration is recognised by all States,a, zent or alpllify the provrisionls of theamend or amplify the provisios of the Lhumanity -will have taken an enormous stepdraft Convention, and the Eatonian delega- forwal. 'he loblem of ti e:finitio
tion too will have certain observ-ations totion too will have certain observatios to of the aggressor, which is still such a con-make when the debate on concrete questions would 
begins. It is also ready to examine, in the trvel l onewoulc nolonger present anyserious difficulties. Unfortunately, we havemost favourable spirit and without precon- ~ceived idea~s, all pRnof yet reached that stage and this is oneceived ideas, all proposals put forward of the reasons for the anxiety which weighs
by other countries. In its opinion, those on the world.
proposals contain elements of an undoubt-
edly practical character. There will no doubt It must, however, be admitted that the
be some difficulty in co-ordinating them all. 'League Covenant creates for the States
The Estonian delegation hopes, however, Members a situation materially different
that this will be successfully achieved, from that which existed before the world
since it is sure that no delegation here fails w Tar It would therefore not be entirely
to recognise the immense complexity of the correct to say that the international commu-
task before us. Hence we are not prepared nity is not yet supplied with constitutional
to abandon ourselves to exaggerated and laws. Such laws exist, but we are quite
sterile pessimism, but believe on the contrary disposed to examine the possibility of
that the present Conference will enable supplementing them so as to render inter-
elements to be found in the proposals which national action still easier and more effective.
everyone can accept, and that it will lead Extremely imteresting proposals have been
to positive results. We are resolved to put forward in this connection, as you all
collaborate frankly and loyally and in a know, and they deserve the most careful
spirit of goodwill in this work. consideration.

As regards more particularly the proposals, We do not think, however, that the
put forward by several delegations, con- existing laws are bad in themselves. As I say,
cerning the complete abolition. of the mnan- it is the will to apply them that in some
facture and use of weapons of a manifestly cases seems to have been lacking. As soon
offensive character, Estonia' will naturally as these doubts are removed, as soon as
be glad to accept any agreement that may the world feels certain that the international
be reached in this direction. Experience Conventions already in existence, or which
shows, however - as has been pointed out may be concluded, will be respected and
by one or two speakers -that the practical applied by all States and - if need be 
value of such agreements in case of a serious against any transgressor State, the uneasi-
armed conflict should not be exaggerated. ness which at present prevails in all countries
Does this mean that they are uselesst By will disappear and the problem of dis'-
no nmeans, for States violating such agree- armament will then be much easier to
ment, would inevitably have world public solve.



I may possibly be too optimistic and my The President. - M. Pedro Cosio, delegate
Government has perhaps too much confi- of Uruguay, will address the Conference.
dence in the League, but we think that the
Covenant gives the League Council sufficient M. Cosio (Uruguay):
moral and material force to enable it to Translation: After listening to the repre-
intervene effectively in an international sentatives of the nations to which the
dispute. It is hard to believe that a small combination of circumstances controlling
country would, under the regime of the the course of disarmament must give a
League and the Paris Pact, provoke a war. decisive voice in the solution of the impor-
It is all the more unlikely because small tant problem before us, you will, I hope,
countries, in view of the extremely high allow me to say a few words on behalf of the
cost of modern armaments, can never Government of Uruguay. I can scarcely
become strongly armed States. Even in the claim to shed any new light on the question;
case of stronger Powers, the Council, if it I shall confine myself to a frank statement
cares to make use of its rights, is in our of opinion, free from nationalistic bias and
opinion strong enough to take useful and intended solely to serve the common
effective action. WATe need only look back on interests of the nations.
the events of the last few years to see that The concrete proposals of France, Great
wheneXver it has ttlakeln vigorous action, it Britain and the United States, the decla-
has succeeded in relieving the tension, rations of the representatives of Germany,
while the measures adopted have in every Itly, Belgium and Switzerlard, and espe-
case been approved by public opinion. cially the remarks and proposals of the

It is therefore no exagg'eration to say Spanish delegation - to which I think we
that the League Covenant can afford a can give unqualified support--and, in
valuable guarantee of international security, general, the various opinions voiced here
provided that all the LMember States are have led us to a genuine belief that. this
firmly resolved to respect it and to see Conference will result in substantial achieve-
that it is respected. We have heard, during ments, rich in future possibilities.
the discussion several declarations which The Uruguayan delegation thus takes a
are significant from this point of view. highl-y optimistic view of the significance

Before concluding, I should lik to e of the Conference's initial proceedings. We
one other general observation. With a belee at; h onerence wll not leave
view to reducing the risk of further confla- mapnkirl n the shadow of the frightful
grations and restoring confidence between specre of war, bankruptcy and reolution
the nations, we must as far as possible which the Belgian dcegate predcted as the
eliminate the actual causes of inter-national evitable consequence of the failure of our

en~de .volirs.distrust. We consider that the increasing eeos.
ecoertaoin nations no doubt will have toeconomic isolation of the vaarious countries,

which creates a kind of economic warfare, cosent to geatev sacrifices than others,
is one of the factors which threaten seriously epeialiy :if ;y e to rake sure of the
to impair friendly feelings between the most ivital inlntil element of our problem,
nations. If this state of affairs continues y rigi -the ,(isarmament of
and becomes furhr rava edther apblieorava ed, aTs hs latter step is particu-
is reason to fear, it cannot fail to have lily ilmor tiat, as in sorme countries the
serious repercussions on the general political ce econolue deression in particular has
situation. mU <" milamed puiblic opinion and has led to a

s twaveC of populatr lunrlest which threatens to
It is hardly conceiivable that any country ove-rwhelhl the Governments themselves.

could, out of pure altruism, renounce I: -we a-re to achieve the task we have set
measures for the protection of its national ourselhxes, wve must be guided in the main
economy which, rightly or wrongly, it hts y thle pincipl:es of the Covenant. This
thought fit to take. It is necessary that all simple principle is Iworth re-statiing, as it
countries in the1ir own interests should will help lus to gras p the truth of M. de
agree to make sacrifices and that is only Mada. rmark that the Covenant
possible by joint action. In spite of the supplies usi with ah guidi:ng light for the
disappointing results of the World Economic di]rectio of our ideas. A high authority
Conference alnd the Conferences for concerted 1o i-lts s1)ubject has written that we must
economic acltion, the League would perhaps tludy the Covenant, if we are to avoid
be well advised to take the first opportunity fallilm ito a multitude of errors. For our
of examining the possibility of a return to pesent purpose, the article in the Covenant
a% more noim il stem of economic exchanges present purpose, the ai o i the Covenanta ore norlal ,sstel of Pecoloic exchanges we should bealr more especially in mind is
between States. Article 8, with its solemn and unequivocal

War requires enormous sacrifices, both in juncltion that we should " reduce national
material and morial.e The sacrifices involved ari:uma.ments to the low-est point consistent
by the orga.nisation of peace are no less with na.tional safety and with the enforce-
considerable. It calls for men of ceharaccter ment by common action of international
and courage. Let us hope that the statesmen obligations ;'
in the various nations will bring to the Tihe interpretation of the phrase " lowest
service of peace the moral qualities a.nd point consistent with national safety " has
courage which itJ requires, for some time divided the nations into two



distinct groups, one comprising the countries We now come to one of the most delica;te
which consider the first necessity to be the and subtle aspects of the question -- that
" effective organisation of security by imme- Iwhich has been called moral disarmament,
diate and adequate mutual assistance in though this grave aspect of the problem
case of non-provoked aggression ". has not always been carefully examined.

The general lack of confidence in the The primary cause of our m6st serious
various agreements which merely afford a and enduring difficulties is to be found in
security based upon negative definitions, the fact that the mentality and opinions
upon condemnatory measures guaranteed which predominated at the end of 1918
'by nothing more than the nations' sense of inevitably led to a desire to crystallise and
honour, makes it plain that those who perpetuate in the treaties certain clauses
aspire to something more positive are not to which an important section of European
entirely wrong. opinion refused to submit or conform, as if

The opinion of. those who desire more they constituted a final decision, and against
substantial guarantees than the mere moral which opinion is still in a state of latent
and legal reprobation of war is founded, at rebellion.
the present moment, on more objective and Such is the " statte of war " of public
convincing considerations, and postulates a opinion, which is poisoning the European
system of security accompanied by a certain atmosphere and making its evil influence
measure of disarmament. felt throughout the world.

In conformity with the instructions of We are living in an agogressive atl mosphere
its Government, the Uruguayan delegation of continual polemics, and we see atbon. t 'us
wishes to make it clear that it will support the various nations clamouring for justice
a system of mutually guaranteed security and equality as interpreted by themselves
accompanied by the limitation of arma- in the light of their several national aspira-
ments. In taking this stand, we are actuated tions. If we cannot succeed in eliminating
by considerations with which the Confer- some of the main causes of thins discontent;,
en.ce is already familiar, and also by the it will. be more difficnult to arrive at sound
fact that, when a powerful State demands and definitive solht ions,' for there can be
security for all against unjustified aggres- no moral disarmiament unless men's minds
sion, nothing could more plainly indicate are reassured, and without moral d isarma-
its own freedom from aggressive designs or ment the great majority of nations can have
any desireto retain the possibility of agres- no confidence in the sanctlity of trealties.
sive action in the future. We must not ignore this collective psycho-

Another consideration which has prompted logy in connection with the problem we
us to support the idea of reciprocal security have to examine. The peoples rega rd the
is that it will calm public opinion and give defence of national claims as as supreme
it that confidence which at present it derives patriotic duty, and their profound sense of
neither from the Pact for the renunciation this patriotic duty ha-s for the popularL
of war nor from the purely theoretical conscience the force of a moral obligatioln.
declarations of pacifists. That, I think, is This strikino contfradiction bet-ween the
a matter of common knowledge to which legal oblig"ations res-lt.ing from treaties and
we may refer without the least desire to the moratl obliga,tion which assumees in the
distribute either praise or blame. public colsc:ie ice tthe foIrce of tremenedouis

The general scepticism premised by this and deep-seated collective pa-tssion.s cannot
lack of faith in the agreements which con- but claim the special atltention of a:ll t0hose
demn war but make no provision for their who atre exuamuining. the problem of disarma-
own practical enforcement is confirmed ment.
by the constant increase in so-called means It is no use repeating to disconteunted
of defence, more especially in countries countries that they must execute the engage-
whose geographical situation and history, ments whilch their representatives have
as M. Hymans so strikingly observed with signed. Patriotic sentiment, when it: is
regard to Belgium, fill them with not o:fended or believes itself to be the victim
unnatural anxiety for their own security. of grave injustice, findsinds in itself full justifi-
Those who believe that disarmament or cation for the actions w-hich inspire it. A
the limitation of armaments would suffice people will not renounce its ideals, and it is
to usher in the reign of security would 'be safe to say that tht e wyoulng generation, which
disappointed to note a disconcerting and does not hold itself responsible for the
highly serious growth of public. distrust, faults and follies of the past, is cormpiling a
This, as M1. Herriot has well remarked, is whole progra,nmme of patriotic demands and
due to the fact that the current concept. ion pressing tthese de. mands w ith fervour and
of armaments is antiquated and that the faith as if inspired by a mystictal emotion
war potential of a nation does not solely wlhich makes this seem a) sac red duty.
depend upon its stocks of arms and muni- I am not pleadling a cause, but m.erely
tions. . explaining the existeni ce of a phenomenon,

We consider therefore that an effective so that we may measure the full scope of the
solution of the problem before us should psychosis of discontent from which millions
allow for the fact that disarmament and of Enropetans are suffering and which helps
security by arbitration and mutual assistance to maintain in public opinion this aggressive
are closely related., spirit, this state of war, so to slpeak, in the
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realmn of thought. Such is the explanation able, we are bound" to recognise the fact
of the spectacle presented to-day by hu- that, all other circumstances being equal,
inanity, which is divided into two opposite it is common to all nations possessing a
camps: on the one hand, those nations high degree of culture.
which are in favour of maintaining the In SouthAmerica -my own continent -
status quo and desire security before disar- security needs no pacts containing guarantees
nlament; and on the other, with certain based on force. Reciprocal confidence has
outstanding exceptions, those nations which been strengthened with us through the
refuse to accept the status quo and are settlement of all conflicts by means of
consequently not disposed to perpetuate a arbitration, the mnethod adopted in America
position which they regard as unjust andc years before the European war. The great
which they desire to see changed before majority of questions relating to frontiers
they sign any pact of mutual security which havre been definitely settled, and there have
would imply a guarantee of the inviolability been remarkable instances of magnanimity
of the general situation as it exists at on the part of the stronger States, as was
present. the case in thle last treaty concluded between

The resistance offered by the discontented Uruguay and Brazil. We owed a sum
nations whenever there is any' question of amounting to some millions in settlement
signing a general reciprocal pact of security, of the claims of past wars. Our frontier
such as the Locarno agreements, does not, had been recognised by Uruguay in one of
ini our opinion, mean that they propose to those treaties which the vanquished have
resort to war in order to realise their aspira- o option but to sign. Twenty-five years
tions by force, but rather reflects a desire ago, by a spontaneous act on the part of
to maintain a situation in which they have Brazil, on the initiative of that distinguished
not lost every hope of pursuing negotiations diplomat and statesman, Baron de Rio
by means of reciprocal concessions or of Branco, the debt was cancelled and the fron-
attaining by peaceful m.eans as many as tier was rectified in our favour, Brazil-
possible of their fundamental demands. conceding to Uruguay a large measure of

For this reason, we should. like to see jurisdiction over the waterways concerned
those who defend the thesis of security and also some valuable islands.
before disarmament take a broad view of
all the circumstances. We all recognise U is nd byties o eteal

-- s)1tgraittude to Brazil - and t~hat, afte:. all, isanid highly appreciate what has been gratitude to Brazil-aid , after all, isa -d .highly appreciate what has bee. moral disarmamenlt- and has devoted part.
accomplished in this direction by nations and ha devoted part

of the sumn in question to the construction
more favourable placed since 1918 -the of the m in que n t the construction
concessions made in the ma.tter of debts of adn international bridge, one of the largestconcessions made in the matter of debts- . , 
the evacuation of territories before the e wor, nd of a
agreed date, and the like - all acts which ilway line 1unning a far as the Brazilian
do honour to the nations that performned town of Yaguaron. The frontiers between
them, and which earned them the approval the Argentine Republic and Brazil nd our
anld gratitude of ,the 7;Tworlld. own country do not constitute a line of

The fact of their favourable situation lseparation, but rather a bond of union and
should, however, encourage them to give a symbol of the most sincere and fraternal
further benevolent consideration to the rindship.
profoundly critical position of certain peace- This situation may perhaps suggest to
loving nations which simply desire to recon- us, in our attempts to solve European
cile their efforts for the final consolidation conflicts, durable solutions, for only those
of peace with the possibility of realising solutions are durable which are founded on
certain claims that they feel unable entirely principles of justice inspired by a spirit of
to renounce without loss of national dignity brotherhood.
in the best sense of the word. Even if such
a state of mind be deemed in itself undesir- (The Conference rose at 12.40 p.m.)


